
 

 

 

 

Spring 2023 will see some great new additions to the VTech range, with brand new products joining 

the Toot-Toot and Switch & Go Dinos ranges, plus much more! 

Welcome to the CoComelon™ Toot-Toot Drivers® JJ's House Track Set, join JJ & his family & friends 

for lots of fun! Comes complete with JJ in the family car and little trailer accessory. Press the car's JJ 

button to trigger fun character phrases, 5 fun songs & 6 melodies. Manipulative features include 

mom appearing at the window when the front door is opened, sliding mailbox, flip-up garage door 

and sliding Cody. Includes 3 SmartPoint™ locations that trigger reactions. Drive the car down the big 

ramp, around and into the house to appear in the garage! Place any SmartPoint™ character (sold 

separately) on the SmartPoint™ location to hear phrases and music, connects with other Toot-Toot 

tracks and playsets for the ultimate collectability.  

It's a Switch & Go Dinos surprise! Which Switch & Go Dino will you hatch?! Inside each Switch & Go 

Dinos Egg you will find pieces to assemble your very own 2-in-1 Dino Vehicle! Will it be the mighty T-

Rex Race Car you uncover, the fierce Velociraptor Super Car, the powerful Triceratops Street Car or 

the swift Pterodactyl Helicopter?! Assemble up to 15 pieces to discover your Switch & Go Dino, and 

easily switch into a Dino and back again in just a few simple steps! Features light effects, fun phrases 

and cool sound effects! Collect them all! Let's Switch & Go! 

LeapFrog’s Spring Summer 2023 season launches some exciting new role play toys to add to the 

range; packed with fun learning features. Cook up a storm with the Build-a-Waffle Learning Set™, 

whilst learning about foods, colours and numbers. Listen to upbeat waffle songs and fun sounds 

when cooking. Once ready, select one of the five popular pretend toppings to put on top of your 

waffle and use the role-play plate, knife and fork to pretend eat!  

Learning is delicious with the Fruit Colours Learning Smoothie™!  Swivel the straw to choose from 

five fruit flavours and the cup will change colour to match—this smoothie is bananas! The soft straw 

acts as a soothing aid for budding teeth whilst the fruity friend plays and introduces little one to 

reggae, pop and punk music. Shake up the smoothie cup to hear the bubble beads bounce.  

VTech and LeapFrog have so many new and innovative products to see at Toy Fair 2023, it really is 

best for retailers to visit the VTech stand, N19, to see for them themselves. 

Cocomelon™ Toot-Toot Drivers® JJ's House Track Set: Ages 1.5 – 5 years. SRP: £34.99 

Switch & Go Dinos® Dino Egg: Ages 4+ years. SRP: £10.99 

Build-a-Waffle Learning Set™: Ages 12+ months. SRP: £21.99 

Fruit Colours Learning Smoothie™: Ages 6+ months. SRP: £10.99 
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For more information, please contact marketing.uk@vtecheu.com 
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